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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The Problem: It has been found that very few teachers 

of high school biology in this vicinity give their students 

more than a bare introduction to bacteria and the important 

place they play in modern life. It is felt that in view of 

the importance of bacteriology in college training, in in-

dustry, and in every-day life, every high school student 

should have at least one introductory unit of study in this 

field. Several high school biology teachers have stated 

their desire to teach such a unit to their students if they 

had suitable textual material and/or if they had adequate . -

training. This study is presented in the attempt to help 

supply some such textual material and instruction that may 

be used in helping high school teachers to become better 

acquainted with the teaching of bacteriology in their re

gular courses, and that may be used as a basis for a study 

unit in high school bacteriology. 

It is proposed that this or some similar unit of 

study should be made available to high school biology 

teachers and that such an introductory unit of about six 

weeks duration be taught to students of high school biology. 

The content of the unit herein presented shall be limited 
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in scope and content to that of merely an outline unit, 

such as might be used in teaching a unit of bacteriology. 

The proceedures and ideas presented may need to be modi

fied and/or added to in order to provide for the needs and 

desires of particular classes and teachers. 

The purpose of this study shall be, therefore, to 

attempt to justify the need for such a unit of study, and 

to present in outline form a suggested plan. It will also 

include a list of source books suitable for reading by 

high school students and useful in planning the study. Some 

few items of laboratory equipment, which are needed and which 

can easily be constructed or acquired by almost any high 

school teacher and class with very little or no expense, 

will also be presented. 
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CHAPTER II 

.TIJSTIFICATION: '\filHY THE CURRENTLY-USED PLAN F'OR 
HIGH SCHOOL BIOLOGY F'AILS TO MEET THE 

NEED FOR SPECIALIZED 'I1RAINING 
IN BACTERIOLOGY 

Today's high school students are not getting special-

ized training in the life sciences because no specialized 

courses are being offered. In the preparation for this 

study, the author visited and contacted a number of high 

schools in Texas and Oklahoma. Small high schools offered 

introductory courses in general science, chemistry, and in 

biology. This one introductory course in general biology 

attempts to give the student an acquaintance with both plant 

and animal life, and is usually offered at the sophomore 

level. Some larger high schools offer this sm:ne course in 

the eighth grade level of the junior high school, and a 

slightly more advanced course of the same type to sophomores. 

The 1 arger high schools offered special courses in chemistry 

and physics, and several courses of mathematics. Not one 

high school visited offers any specialized courses in life 

sciences. 

Three reasons are usually given for not offering spec-

ialized courses in life sciences. iirst, the state depart-

ments of education do not require it. Second, there are no 

state-adopted text books available. Third, there is not 
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sufficient time in the re0l. schedule for it. Another reason 

might be that average high school science teachers are not 

trained for specialized work. In the schools visited, how-

ever, only one individual mentioned this as a problem . As a 

rule, teachers are willing to branch out into special areas , 

even if it means additional training for them. Two references 

were made to the need for additional equipment as a draw-back 

to specialized training. 

When currently adopted text books for the states of 

Texas and Oklahoma were examined, it was found that the 

field of b~cteriology was almost entirely neglected. Botany and 

zoology are emphasized throughout most of the texts. All 

have at least one unit of physiol ogy and health. Safety edu

cation and general disease prevention are included in most 

texts, but only one high school text examined has any type 

of a unit of study in actual bacteriology. One laboratory 

work book contains a simple unit of study and experiment in 

this field. Oddly enough, no school contacted used the work

book, and only one uses the text that goes with it. The 

findings of this examination of schools and text books are 

presented at the close of this chapter. 
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SCHOOL SYSTEMS VISITED 

A few schools were picked at random in north central 

Texas and Oklahoma. It was necessary that this activity be 

limited, and no cross section analysis was intended. The 

purpose of this visitation was merely to observe what is 

being done in a few systems in the field of natural sciences. 

Two very small schools with fewer than one hundred enrolled 

in high·school were visited, two with three and four hundred, 

and two larger systems. The small systems were Ninnekah, Okla

homa, and Forestburg, Texas. The medium-sized systems were 

Decatur and Bridgeport, Texas; and the larger ones were 

Stillwater, Oklahoma, and Bowie, Texas. A variety of condi

tions were found, as are presented later in this chapter. 

No formal proceedure was used in visiting these schools. 

A simple informal visit was made with the teacher of life 

sciences or biology, as the case might be. Listed are the 

places visited, the names of the teachers of biology, the 

text book used, and the type of program being presented 0 

This would be a most interesting study to be pursued 

farther, perhaps to gather definite information from a 

large representative number of schools and teachers. It 

would also be of interest to note where and to what extent 

biology teachers are educated. 
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REPORT OF' SCHOOLS VISITED 

The Stillwater Junior High School, Stillwater, Oklahoma. 

Biology teacher: Mr. George Woodruff. 

Text: Moon, Modern Biology 

Level: Eighth grade, four sections. 

Mr. Woodruff is doing an excellent job demonstrating what 

can be done teaching a course of general biology in junior 

high school. He is using the same text that is used in many 

high schools in Texas and Oklahoma for grades ten to twelve. 

His course of instruction is as advanced as most high school 

courses in general biology. His students are well-adjusted, 

interested and ambitious. The quality of work done and the 

grades received are above average for a general course in 

biology in high school. The biology laboratory is fairly 

well-equipped for a general course, and Mr. Woodruff has a 

number of materials of his own collection that he is using 

in his teaching. The students are encouraged to specialize 

and to make special collections of insects, wild flowers, 

etc. A science fair is pl/mned for the second week in 

March. A very successful science fair was held last year 

in this junior high school. 



The Stilh'iater High School, Stillwater, Oklahoma. 

Biology t9acher: Mr. Russell Martin 

'rext: Smj_ th, Exploring Biology. 

Level: tenth and eleventh grades, four sections. 

7 

Until this year, Mr. Martin has taught a course in general 

biology, comparable to the one now being taught in the 

Stillwater Junior High School , descr:lbed above. This yeA.r 

Mr. Martin is upgrading his course of instruction consider

ably by teaching units of specialized materials. He plsns 

to include a unit of bacteriology, and some special pro,ject 

students are already doing some experir<1ents with cultures~ 

Mr. Martin's laborRtory is well-equipped. He is using a 

pressure canner for a steam autoclave, and has built an 

automatic electric incubator in the school shop. His 

biology students are well- adjusted, interested, and doing 

much better quality work than the average high school bio

logy student. l\ir. Martin ls very much ln favor of a special

ized prograr.~ of life sciences for high school students 0 
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The Ninnekah High School, Ninnekah, Oklahoma. 

Biology teacher: Mr. Bob Vowell 

Text: Baker and Mills, New Dynamic Biology 

This text book is listed as an adopted text by the state 

of Texas. It was not listed in the text book list found in 

the Oklahoma State University Library as adopted by the 

state of Oklahoma. This is the only school visited where 

it is being used. It is a good text for general biology, 

and has some opportunities offered for more specialized 

study. 

Level: tenth and eleventh grades, two sections. 

Mr. Vowell is teaching a good course of general biology in 

this small high school (enrollment 93). He and his students 

have constructed a greenhouse back of the school building 

where plants and small animals are grown through the winter. 

They are attempting to do several small projects of special

ized study. They are severely handicapped by inadequate 

laboratory equipment. Mr. Vowell is highly in favor of 

teaching general biology in junior high school and special

izing in separate fields in high school. He is interested in 

a unit of bacteriology for high school students. His students 

seemed well-adjusted and industrious. 



The Bowie High School, Bowie, Texas 

Biology teacher: Miss Clara Hoeldke 

Text: Moon, Modern Biology 

Level: tenth and eleventh grades, four sections. 
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Bowie is a town of about six thousand people and the school 

system enrolls about twenty-three hundred students each year. 

The town and school system might be called conservative, and 

very little modernixation of any kind is ever attempted. A 

few business men have remodeled their store fronts, and 

many new homes have been built in recent years; but to the 

present time there has been no organized system of growth 

and improvement. Home-building has not been zoned, and the 

entire town is a composite mixture of the new with the old. 

This is also true of the school. Mr. Darrell Williams is 

the newly-elected superintendent of schools. He is attempting 

an improvement program which will include upgrading the music. 

and science instructional programs. He is meeting with much 

opposition in this effort. The physical e_quipment of the high 

school is out of date, inadequate, and in poor condition. 

Miss Hoeldke is a teacher of the "old school" conserva

tive pattern. She teaches general biology only, and follows 

the text book explicitly. Her course consists of a study of 

textual materials associated with review questions and a 

series of tests over textual materials. Very little laboratory 

work is ever attempted, and the students have little opportun

ity for any kind of specialized work. Miss Hoeldtke expresses 

no desire for any changes in course materials or patterns of 

organization. 
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The Decatur High School, Decatur, Texas 

Biology teacher: Ivlr. Amaya 

Text: Moon, Modern Biology 

Level: tenth and eleventh grades, four sections. 

Decatur is accredited with being quite a conservative 

county-seat town. Like Bowie, it enjoys very little civic 

progress. In spite of non-progressive surroundings, the 

school system is enjoying considerable progress under the 

capable leadership of Mr. Bill Allen, superintendent. A 

completely new snd modern high school plant has recently 

been completed and a progressive program is in process. 

Mr. Amaya is a native of India and has found adjust

ing; to our society and language somewhat of a problem. He 

is doing an excellent job of this as well as teaching. His 

students are always encourarsed to branch out into special 

fields of interest and to pursue special science projects. 

He is director of the Wise County Youth Fair, Science Divi

sion. The Decatur High School science students are one of 

three or four groups in the county that make the science 

fair possible. They also have their own local science fairo 

Mr. Amaya is very much in favor of upgrading the high 

school life science progrBm by specialized work projects 

and units of study. He will probably lead his students in 

a study of bacteriology this year. 



The Forestburg High School, Forestburg, Texas 

Biology teacher: Mr. Lee Boyd 

Text: Moon, Modern Biology 
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Level: tenth m1d eleventh grade students, one,section 

Forestburg is the oldest town-com,.inunity in Montague County, 

'l1exas. It has been very difficult for the community to keep 

their high school for sever;-:il years. r.rhey have done so only 

with great effort and sacrifice under the leadership of Mr. 

D. E. White, superintendent. The entire school enrollment 

this year is 130, with 53 in high school. The building is 

old and poorly equipped for any type of school activlty. 

They have practically no library, and science eq1,.s,dpment is a 

bare minimum. 

Mr. Boyd is presenting a good course in general biology 

to a small cl ass of interested students. He encourages 

individual students to branch out into special projects. 

His students spend much time studying wild life of the com

munity, and ma.."ke special collections. Ivlr. Boyd is in favor 

of specialized work in high school life sciences. In spite 

of severe handicaps, he will probably attempt a small unit 

of bacteria study this yearo 



The Bridgeport High School, Bridgeport, Texas 

Biology teacher: Mr. Eddie Huckabee 

Text: Moon, Modern Biology 

Level: tenth and eleventh grades, four sections. 
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Bridgeport is a town of about five thousand people. The 

school has an enrollment of one thousand, with about three 

hundred fifty in high school. The town is remarkably pro

gressive, and has completely changed in the past six years. 

It has a completely new high school plant, modern and fully 

equipped. Under the capable leadership of Mr. John Edwards, 

superintendent, the school system enjoys a place of first 

rank in the community and the county. The entire community 

is thoroughly sold on the necessity of having a school sys

tem of the best quality. The people channel their greatest 

efforts through their school and their churches. They have 

built four new churches, numerous new business houses, and 

three completely new residential sections. Two of the resi

dential sections are zoned with minimum standards comparable 

to the better sections of many large cities. 

The author of this paper was director of the Science 

Department of Bridgeport High School last year (1960-61) 

and Mr. Huckabee was a capable assistant. An upgrading 

program was started that is continueing under the leadership 

of Mr. Huckabee this year. Excellent courses in both physi

cal and life sciences are taught to the seventh and eighth 
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grades in the junior high school. The Science Department 

promotes its own annual science fair each year, and maintains 

a registered Science Club. It takes part in the County Youth 

Fair at Decatur, Texas, and the Regional Science Fair at 

Fort Worth. Last year Bridgeport science students brought 

home every first place award at the County Youth Pair, and 

placed in the Regional Fair. The local Science Fair lasted 

a full week and closed with a community program Friday night. 

Pro,jects were on display by grades from one to twelve. Many 

of them were in the fields of life science and included such 

things as drosophila cultures for the study of genetics, 

plaster casts of life cycles and parts of the bodies of humans 

and animals, collections of insects, small mammals, wild 

flowers, etc. Over two thousand guests registered. 

A six-weeks unit of bacteriology was taught in January 

and :B1ebruary. During the spring months of March through May, 

special emphasis was placed upon the study of local mammals, 

insects, birds, 811d wild flowers. Collections were made by 

individual students, and materials were prepared and preser

ved for laboratory use. 

This school is a good example of what can be done when 

people desire to have the best, and when a commi::mity of 

parents and students are willing to work toward it. 



AN EXAMINATION OF THE STATE ADOPTED TEXT BOOKS 
FOR HIGH SCHOOL BIOLOGY FOR THE STATES 

OF OKLAHOMA AND TEXAS 

___ , Official List Of A\-11 Textbooks For Use In ~ 
Public Schools Of Oklahoma. Oklahoma City: State 
Board Of Education, 1959-1960. 

Smith! Ella Thea, Exploring Biology, 5th Edition. 
Dallas;Harcourt, Brace & Co., 1959. 

1'1:J nit 6: The Fight .B'or He al th 
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Chapter 16: Diseases And Their Causes, p.428 
Chapter 17! Improved Control Over Diseases, p.448 

The physiology of these chapters is good. On page 430 

is a simple experiment entitled, nExamining Living Bacteria 0
11 

It includes growing some living colonies, but has no mention 

of anything to do with them except to "Look at them. 11 

On page 446 are listed some simple experiments in which agar 

plates are exposed to hands, washed and unwashed, to see if 

colonies will grow. Specimens from toothbrushes are to be 

examined under the microscope to see if bacteria can be 

seen. Nothing is men ti.oned about what kind of microscope, 

stainin~ techniques, etc. These are very poor sixth-grade-

level experiments. 

Morhol t, Evelyn, Experiences In Biology. Dallas; Harcourt., 
Brace and Co., 1960. 

This is a laboratory manual written to accompany the 

text cited above. On pages 167-172 is one fairly good high 

school experiment entitled, "Diseases, Their Causes filld 

Methods of Control." 
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Vance, B. B., and Miller, D. F. Biology For You. Chicago: 
J.B. Lippincott Co., 1954. 

nunit 10: How To Protect Our Bodies From Disease." 

This unit mentions ngerms 0 one time as causing disease. 

The book gives nothing about bacteriology at all. 

~~~· Biology In Daily Life. Dallas: Ginn and Go., 1953. 

This book is listed on the adopted book list, but 

could not be found in the Oklahoma State University Library, 

nor in any of the schools visited. 

Lauby, G. J., and Silvan, J. a. Biology. Dallas: The 
American Book Company, 1958. 

This book contains nothing whatever about bacteria 

or bacteriology. 

Moon,. Truman J., et a].~ Modern Biology. New York: Henry 
Holt and Go., 1960. · 

This is a revision of the old book,Modern Biologx, 

by Moon, used in so many schools of Oklahoma and Texas. 

It is quite an improvement over the old edition. Only one 

school visited is using this edition. 

Chapter 45, pp.658-570: 111Vlicrobes, Mighty Mites Of 

Infection. 11 This is general teaching with no bacteriology 

introduced and no culturing suggested. 

This new rev1sed edition is taught in the eighth grade, 

Stillwater Junior High School. 
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~~-' State Education Agency, State Adopted Text Books. 
Austin, Texas: Texas State Board Of Education, 1960. 

Vance, B. B.? and Miller, D. F. Biology For You. Chicago: 
J.B. Lippencott Co., 1954. 

This text is considered above in the Oklahoma list. 

Dodge, Ruth A. Elements Of Biology. Dallas: Allyn and 
Bacon, Inc., 1955. · . 

Part Four, Unit VIII, Chapters 31-32, pp. 438-461 

contains a few simple experiments to introduce the nature 

and effects of bacteria. These propose to show the effects 

of moisture, heat, and cold, on the growth of bacteria. It 

also contains an observation experiment of the appearance of 

yeast, bread mold, and a mushroomo 

Smith, Ella Thea. Exploring Biology, 5th Edition. Dallas: 
Harcourt, Brace and Co., 1959. 

This book is described in the listing for Oklahoma. 

Baker, Arthur O., and Mills, Lewis H. New Dynamic Biology. 
Rand, McN ally and Co., 1956. 

This book is used in the Ninnekah, Oklahoma, high school, 

although not listed in the Oklahoma listing. It is a good 

general biology text, with no bacteriology. 

Moon, Truman J., et al. Modern Biology. New York: Henry 

Holt and Co., is described in the listings for Oklahoma. 



CHAPTER III 

WHAT CAN BE DONE TO J:t1ACILITA'11E SPECIALIZED 
TRAINING IN LIFE SCIENCES IN HIGH SCHOOL?' 

Our present world of rapidly changing rates of 

scientific developments demends thorough preparation for 

sny field of endeavor. In most fields, this preparation 

is best begun early in life. The form.able period of high 

school education has long been recognized as an ideal 

tirne for groundwork in those materials and pursuits that 

will be useful in higher educ at ion P.nd in 1 R.ter life. 
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Students who postpone all tecbn:tcal training until college 

often find it very difficult to acquire an adequate back-

ground before being forced to enter advanced and sometimes 

difficult courses. In most such courses, this background 

training is essential for best results. In the preparation 

for music and other arts, this necessity has long been rec-

ognized, and stndents preparing for careers in them usually 

beg;in serious study and preparation early in lif'e. More 

recently we have become aware that this is also important 

in bush1ess, chemistry, and physics. With the life sciences, 

however, we have been content with giving high school students 
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a mere introduction to general biology. Such non-specific 

training might be satisfactory for students who would never 

be associated with life sciences in college or in later life. 

Such disassociation with life sciences in the world of to

day is practically impossible. One who has no thoughts of a 

vocation other than a good housewife is faced with the need 

of some knowledge of the nature and workings of bacteria 

every day. To the farmer, this knowledge is very valuableo 

We.have recognized this need for special training in 

other fields. We do not simply give students an introductory 

in mathematics in high school. The same is true of the phy

sical sciences. After the student has had introductory work 

in general science and general mathematics in junior high 

school, he is offered courses in algebra, geometry, trigono

metry,, and sometimes calculus; and in geography, chemistry, 

and physics. It is just as important that biology be offered 

in general in junior high school, and that high school stu

dents be presented with separate courses of physiology, bot

any, bacteriology, and other related special fields. 

The nature and scope of this work limits the consider

ation of this question to only one phase of the problemo 

Only the proposed thesis can be considered herein; that a 

unit of bacteriology be taught along with other materials in 

the presently scheduled general biology courses. 



CHAPTER IV 

HOW CAN A UNIT OF BACTERIOLOGY BE HELPFUL 
TO HIGH SCHOOL BIOLOGY STUDENTS? 
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The increasing importance of bacteriology in industry 

in the past ten years indicates. that it will be in much more 

demand in the near future. Medical sciences demand more and morE 

technicians specifically trained in bacteriology. This train-

ing is often rigorous and demands several years of thorough 

preparation. It is equally as important that future bacterio-

logical technicians start their specific training in high 

school as it is for mathematicians and musicians to do so. 

As stated in the purpose of this study, an attempt will 

be made to present suggestive material that may be useful as 

an outline for a special unit of study in bacteriology at the 

high school level. Such a unit was taught to the sophomore 

students of Bridgeport High School, Bridgeport, Texas, where 

the author was director of the high school science department, 

in the school year of 1960-1961. It was taught to four class-

es of general biology at the tenth grade level. The results 

were most gratifying. A greater interest was sho'Vlm in this 

unit of study than in any other phase of the course. Almost 

invar:tab:Ly, more students took active part, did more out-of..; 

class work, projected a more cooperative and enjoyable 
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attitude in class, and made better grades, for this unit of 

study than for MlY other :oart of the course. It is believed 

that th:ts was not due to any superiority of the material or 

of the teaching process; but was the natural result of stu

dent interest in specialized training at the high school 

level, and may be experienced with any group in almost any 

such field of study. 



CHAPTER V 

OUTLINE 0~1 A STUDY UNIT OF BACTERIOLOGY 
FOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS 

The first concern will be laboratory materials and 
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equipment, in almost any school systemo For the past three 

years, such magazines as The Science Teacher, published by 

the National Science Teachers I Association; The Biology 

Teacher, by the Association of American Biology Teachers, 

and others, have .carried articles giving instructions for 

constructing laboratory equipment and using materials 

readily available around the average school and home. This 

information is quite helpful to smaller schools whose budget 

will not permit the purchase of equipment for special experi-

ments. They are also useful to any school as training pro-

5ects for gifted young people. On the following pages are 

listed several items necessary for the study of bacteriology. 

Some of these were suggested in various articles, but for the 

most part, our young people had ideas and developed them on 

their own inituitive. Each experience brings new and better 

ideas about both equipment and technique. Other examples can 

be found in The American Biology Teacher, Vol. 22, June, 1960. 

1. l4. good microscope is almost a necessity for any bio-

logy laboratory. If funds are short and only one piece of 

good equipment can be bought., make that piece a microscope o 

Contrary to popular opinion, however, much instruction in 

bacteriology is possible without ever seeing bacteria under 
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a microscope. In fact, unless a very good one is available, 

they will not be seen individually anyway, and an attempt 

to do so is a waste of time. 

2. A stearn sterilizer, or autoclave, is essential 0 All 

materials used must be ste:e.ilized, and this will require an 

autoclave. For the average high school, a steam pressure 

canner, or even a pressure saucepan, makes a very good auto

clave. Many people have pressure cookers they never use. 

Someone may be glad to donate one to the laboratory, or at 

least will lend it to be used. 

3. Sometimes dry oven heat is needed. If a kitchen range 

in the Home Economics Department cannot be used, a small 

sheet-iron ove!). mays be purchased or made, and used over a 

gas or electric hotplate. 

4. Another essential is a constant-temperature incubator. 

Some young people and their teacher at Stillwater High School 

constructed a very attractive and efficient incubator of 

plywood in the school shop. Two boys and the teacher at 

Bridgeport High School made a very efficient one from an apple 

crate, cardboard, and other odds and ends. A description of 

this model is shown at the close of this chapter. 

5. Refrigeration may be desirable. Again, it is very con

venient to be able. to use equipment from the Home Economics 

Department. This can be done with order and sanitation, and 

with no danger of infection or contamination of food stuffs, 

if proper care is exercised. 
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6. Culture dishes v.Jill be needed. It is nice for each 

class to have glass or plastic petri dishes for all students, 

but this is not always practical. Glass bottles, flat on one 

side, with plastic caps, can be obtained from any drug store 

for about three cents each. These will serve remarkably well, 

and w ill take up much less space. 

7. Test tubes are a necessity. Special test tubes are not 

necessary, and those ordinarily found in the science labora

tory will serve well, except for fermentation tubes. It will 

be rrecessary to obtain fermentation tubes, or some very small 

vials may be used inside ordinary test tubes. 

8. Flasks for water blanks can easily be larr;e medicine 

bottles. Six ounce size bottles are excellent. 

9. Transfer needles are made from nichrome wire such as 

that used in electric heating coils. This can be bought from 

most hardware or electric shops. Small wooden dowel stock 

makes good handles for these. They are also illustrated at 

the end of this chapter. 

10. Nutrient broth can be made by straining broth from 

cooked vegetables and/or bouillon cubes. Bean and carrot 

broth make excellent nutrient for general purposes. 

11. Other materials needed are as follows: 

One pound of sterile cotton 

One pound of powdered Agar Agar 

1/4 pound of Lactose u.s.P. (from a drug store) 



One pound Brilliant Green Bile, 2% 

Sufficient paper towels, detergents, etc., to keep 

glasswar:'3, tables, and students clean. 

Please note that absolute cleanliness is always a 
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11 mustn when working with bacteria. While it is not very likely, 

and certainly not desirable, that high school students work 

with infectious or dangerous materials; unsanitary habits 

almost always result in failures of experiments and wasted 

materials and time. It is always wise, too, to teach young 

people from the start to properly respect a...nd handle anything 

connected with a scientific experiment. 

A number of different experiments can be carried out 

that will be of great interest and instructional value to 

high school students. A good beginner's bacteriology labora

tory rn.anual almost always contains experiments that are good 

for high school level. Mr. Kay Hutchinson Martin, 1957 

National Science Foundation Academic Year Institute student 

at Okla...homa State University, compiled a number of such 

experiments in his report, Bacteriology Experiments Designed_ 

For Use In A Course Of High School Biology. His report is on 

file in the National Science Foundation office at OS U. 

A few similar experiments, together with an outline for a 

unit of study, are included in this report. 
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The best source discovered by the author is 

High School Biology: A Labo~atory Block On Microbes: Their 

Growth, Nutrition, And Interaction, published by the 

Biological Sciences Curriculum Study Committee on Innovation 

in Laboratory Instrnction; developed by Dr. Alfred S. Sussman, 

Department of Botany, University of Michigan; and distributed 

by the University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado, 1960. 

This manual offers all the average high school instructor 

will ever want in special instruction in bacteriology. Parts 

are highly suitable for enrichment of a regular course in 

biology, for enrichment material for advanced student work, 

or the whole as a separate advanced specialized course. 

Contents cover the fbllowing: 

1. Glossary of terms 

2. Experiments in culturing 

3. Recognition and isolation of strains 

4. Tests for water, milk, soil, etc. 

This work would also make an excellent short course of 

study to help any high school biology teacher. 

The following pages contain a study done at Bridge

port High School, Bridgeport, Texas, 1960-1961, and a few 

other simple experiments such as may be carried out in any 

beginning course of bacteriologyo 
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A BAC1:ERIOLOGICAL INCUBNrOR 

BUILT BY HIGH SCHOOL S'rUL•:ENTS O:B} BRIDG.EPORT, TEXAS 

THF-RMDSTAT 

\A/IRE /?AC.I< TO 

1-/{)J.D CULTURES 

CORD AND PJ. Ui;. -----------

H:XPL AN A'I'IO:N 

\N<>OD 
__ /!~~--

~ I.AYERS 

_CAIU>§J_II_R_D 

J..IG.ff T 5/.IJEJ.!) - - - - - --· 

IDO-'Al,qTT 
.{AMP - - - - - .. 

' WJ//£ _'"'"!'.' _____ _ 

This bac teriolog:lc al lncubator was built from a wooden 

box lnsulatecl with corregated box cardboard, heated wlth an 

electric bulb, and controlled by a thermostat taken from an 

old heA.ting pad. The light shield was made from tin cans 

cut so as to allow circulation but to breal.-c up the light 

beams. A heating element flat; on the bottom would serve 

better. l\n upright model with hinged lld on the side m:tght 

be better suited to so:me purnoses than this chest type. 
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TRANSFER NEEDLES MADE FROM NICHROME ·wrRE 

Nichrome Heatj_ng Coil 
(toaster coil) may be 
purchased from 9lmost 
any electric store. 

1Hire straightened and mounted 
in wooden dowel handle 

EFFECT OF SUNLIGHT OR· ULTRA-VIOLET LIGHT ON BAGTERI~ 

'.:ifhi te Cardboard Mask Culture Dish Demonstrating 
Effect of Light On Bacteria 

The white cardboard mask (may be cut to any simple pattern) 

is placed over a petri dish culture and exposed to sunlight 

or ultra-violet light for three minutes. Observe that where 

the radiation reached the culture, bacteria colonies did not 

grow; while the area that did not receive radiation grew 

well. '11his demonstrates that warmth favored growth, but 

direct radiation of the light source did not. 



GENERAL OUTLINE OF A STUDY UNIT AS 
TAUGHT IN BRIDGEPORT HIGH SCHOOL, 

BRIDGEPORT., TEXAS, 1960-1961 

THE STUDY OF BACTERIA 

I. Morphology 

1. Tiny, col0rless, one-celled organisms 
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2. Cell wall, cell structure, and abilit~ to syn
thesize foods classify them as plants. 

3. Size range from 15 to 30 microns 

4. Shape 

A. Rod-shaped, single or in chains 

B. Round; single, in chains, in colonies 

Ge Curved or spiral 

De With or without cilia 

5. Reproduction: fission, or produce spores 

6. Where found: everywhere; from ocean bottom to 
12 miles above the earth 

7o Affect on other organisms 

A. Bene fie ial: some necessary to life of 
higher plants and animals 

a. nitrogen-fixing in soil 

b. vitamin-forming in digestive system 
of snimals and man 

c. chemical decomposition everywhere: 
break down organic substances into 
us able food materials: convert in
organic materials into food materials 

B. May be harm.ful to higher plants and animals 

a. toxins produced cause disease 
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b. break down living cells by chemical 
decomposition 

c. simply parasitic: consume food of host 

IIo Growth requirements 

1. Temperature: average 37° C. or 98-100° F. 

2. Moisture: dry conditions unfavorable 

3c Darkness: sunlight, ultraviolet light destructive 

4. Food media 

A. Inorganic substance which can be converted 
to usable food s~bstance 

· B. Waste products of plants and animals 

C. Food materials of host 

D. Body cells of host 

E. Laboratory culture media 

5. Respiration 

A,. Aerobic: requiring oxygen 

B. Anaerobic: cannot live in free oxygen 

6. Stages of growth of a culture 

A. Lag period: increase very slowly 

B. Log period: increase very rapidly 

c. Death period: decrease because of unfavor
able conditions caused by excess crowding 

7. st·ages of growth of individual bacterium 

A. In favorable conditions, reproduce every 20 
minutes: E coli kent in log stage 24 hours 
produce mass size of earth 

B. Slow development or dormancy when conditions 
unfavorable 

O. Some form spores in very unfavorable condi
ti.ons and live that way for years 
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III. Studying bacteria 

1. Indirect method: the experience and observation 
of others: research, oral reports, and/or 
themes from source and reference materials 

2. Direct laboratory study 

,A. By effects produced on other organisms 
and materials 

a. decomposition of food substances: 
observation of 11rottino- 0 action Cl 

b. synthesis of food: tested chemically 

c. fermenting: forming acids, etc. 

B. By study of growth habits and characteristics 

c. By observation of culture incubated and/or 
refrigerated in laboratory 

D. By direct observation with microscope 

IV. Important rules for laboratory work with bacteria 

1. Aseptic conditions: keeping things clean and sterile 

A. Laboratory tables clean and free of materials 
not being used 

B. Hands washed with soap before and after 
each laboratory period 

C. Hands and all materials kept away from 
face or any skin break or wound 

D. Cultures never ta.'ken from laboratory 

E. Transfer needles heat-sterilized before 
and after us age 

F. All cultures destroyed and disposed of after 
usage, unless kept for future experiment 

G. F'orm used considered non-pathogenic to man, 
but all should be respected and treated 
as though deadly 
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V. Instruction for working with bacteria cultures 

1. Preparation of media 

A. Broth culture 

a. 1/2 cup of beans cooked in 1 liter water 
strain, sterilize, store for future use 

b. four cubes meat extract or bouillon dis
solved in 1 liter water, sterilize and 
store 

c. leach one cup soil in 1 liter water,strain 
sterilize, store 

d. boil 1 medium potato and 2 carrots in 1 
liter water, strain, sterilize, store 

e. to show fermentation, use milk with small 
amount of litmus 

B. For gel culture dishes, dissolve 20 grams Agar 
Agar in small amount water, add to any broth 
desired, sterilize and leave in desired posi
tion until set 

2. Growing cultures 

A. Expose culture dishes to desired bacteria 
source, incubate until colonies form 

B. Culture pure strains by selecting colony 
and streaking: repeat if necessary 

3. Testing antiseptics for toxic action to bacteria 

A. Using aseptic conditions, transfer small amount 
of colony to culture bottle, wash with 10 cc 
antiseptic chosen, using aseptic conditions, 
incubate and observe 

Bo Prepare control bottle innoculated but not 
treated; incubate and observe 

C. Prepare control bottle not innoculated, but 
treated; incubate and observe 
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4. Effect of temperature on bacteria 

'11i.. Innocul ate culture bottle, boil 10 minutes 
in water bath., incubate and observe 

B. Innoculate culture bottle, freeze in refrig
erature 24 hours, incubate and observe 

c. Innoculate culture bottle, let stand {sealed) 
in room 24 hours, incubate and observe 

D. Innoculate coltrol bottle, incubate and observe 

5. Effects of light on bacteria 

A. Innoculate culture bottle, let stand in 
bright sunlight 2 minutes, incubate, observe 

B. Innoculate culture bottle, let stand under 
incandescent light bulb 2 minutes, 
incubate and observe 

c. Innoculate culture bottle, let stand under 
ultraviolet light 2 minutes, incubate 
and observe 

D. Innoculate culture bottle, keep in dark place 
2 minutes, incubate and observe 

E. Make smear innoculation on 9;gar blank in petri 
dish, place white cardboard cut-out mask over 
dish, let stand under ultraviolet light 
2 minutes, incubate and observe 

6. Effects of moisture on ba~teria 

A. Innoculate a dry piece of bread (sterile), 
incubate and observe (keep dry) 

B. Innoculate a moist piece of bread (sterile), 
incubate and observe 

c. Other food substances may be used as desired 



OBSERVING BACTERIA WITH TIIB MICROSCOPE 

:MATERIALS A.ND AP ARATUS: Compound microscope with oil 
immersion lens, bunsen burner 

Gram staining solutions, transfer 
needles, slides, sterile water 

Pure strain bacteria culture 

Using aseptic methods, smear a small 
amount of bacteria on slide in a 
drop of water. 

Allow to dry, fix by passing slide 
through flame of bunsen burner. 

Stain with gentian violet. Allow stain 
to set 15 seconds, wash gently with 
water. Apply Gram's iodine and allow 
to set 10 to 15 seconds. Again wash 
gently with water. Flood slide with 
decolorizing solution for about 20 
seconds, and again wash. 
Counterstain with safranin solution 
for 30 seconds, again wash, allow 
to air dry. 

Locate the bacteria under low power. 
( :A colored smear will appear) Place 
a drop of immersion oil on object, 
lower lens into oil, and focus upward. 

(Oil immersion lens is marked with a 
dark band around objective.) 

This proceedure can be repeated for each type of bacteria 

colony available. Find as many shapes of bacteria as possibleo 

Try to identify the strains from their shapes and the manner 

of staining. (Refer to a good bacteriology text, such as 

_! rrextbook Of Bacteriology And Its Applications, by Curtis M. 

Hilliard, (Ginn & Go, Dallas, 1936) for classification.) 

(This is an old text, but it is a good one for this purpose.) 
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TESTING WATER SOURCES FOR BAGTERLA. 

l\iLA.TERIALS: Nutrient agar dishes, sterile water blanks (9 ml,,) 
sterile medicine droppers, empty.sterile bottles, 
1 fermentation tube of lactose broth, one of 2% 
brilliant green bile for each water sample tested. 

PROClEEDURE: Collect water samples in sterile bottles from 
sources such as streams, wells, school fountain, etc 

Place 20 drops of a sample in one of the 9 ml. 
sterile water blanks. Shake to mix. Place 20 drops 
(1 ml.) of this solution in another water blank. 
This makes a solution of 1/1po. Place 20 drops 
(1 ml.) of this 1/100 solution in sterile petri 
dish, melt agar in water bath at 50° c., pour into 
dish and mix carefully with cctrcular motion. 

Do this with each water sample taken. Incubate the 
culture dishes 48 hours and observe. Use one 
uninnoculated dish for control. 

Pl ace 20 drops ( 1 ml.) of each sample in a tube 
(10 ml.) of lactose broth and one of brilliant 
green bile. ( Be sure to 1 abel each tube: what it 
is, and where the water came from.) 

Incubate 24 hours and observe, If inner tube of 
lactose broth fermentation tube shows gas coll
ected, water is contaminated. If f'ermentation has 
occured in bile tubes, it is fairly certain that 
bacteria are E coli, or colon bacteria, or A 
aerog_~es, a soil bacteria. 1'/lost likely if 
fermentation tru~es place in green bile, it is E 
eol i , and water is unfit for human us age. 

(This, a..YJ.d many other similar tests, can be found in 

almost any bacteriology laboratory manual or text book. 

Many of them are easily adapted to high school us age.) 
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TESTING MILK l"OR BAC'rERI A COUNT 

MA'I1ERIALS: Empty sterile bottles, sterile water blanks 
( 9 ~,11.) nutrient agar dishes, medicine droppers. 

PROCEEDURE: Obtain various milk samples. Get one bottle of 
fresh milk, allow to sit sealed at room temperature 
for 2 hrs. Allow another' to sit uncovered at noom 
temperatu,re for 2 hrs. Se al a:od refrio;erate a 
third. Number 4 should be placed in a boiling 
water bath for 30 n1:tnu tes. Number 5 should be 
boiled gently for ten minutes. 
(Note: 11 fresh'M milk means taken directly from the 
cow: not commer•cially bottled m:tlk.) 
Number• 6 can be raw or pasturized rnj_lk taken 
from commercial family supply. ( Do not allow brand 
names to be known. High school e:x.periments may 
not be accurate enough to form concrete opinions 
about actual countso) 
Sarnple number 7 can be milk that has set in an 
open bottle in the family refrigerator, and num
ber 8 from a bottle setting open on kitchen table. 

Dilute by placing 20 drops (1 ml.) in a 9 ml. 
sterile water blank and thoroup;hly mixing. Of 
this solution, place 20 drops in another blank 
ru1d mix. Of this, place 20 drops in a third blru'lk: 
and mix. This gives a solution of 1/1000. Place 
20 drops of this 1/1000 solution ir1 a nutrient 
wgar dish and gently melt in water bath of 50° C. 
1ilix thoroughly by rotary motion and incubate for 
36 to 48 hours. Observe, c6unt colonies in each 
d5sh, ru1.d reco1'"'d data. 

( Be stire to 1 abel each dlsh with the source of 
the milk 1md the conditions under which it was 
kept.) 

This, and other such experiments are of little value un-

less they are accompanied with suitable recording of data 

and conclusions drmim in a sclenti±"ic way. In the himds of a 

capable teacher, they can impart valuable scientific lessons, 

as well as useful information about food hBndling. 
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FOLLOW-UP ST.UDY FOR WATER AND MILK TESTING 

SUGGESTIONS FOR FOLLOW-UP STUDY: 

Io Have the student make an oral report on E coli bacteria. 

1. What is the usual source of these bacteria't 

2. What a:re the possible effects they may produce 
in human beings? 

3. What are the possib;i.li ties of other more harmful 
bacteria coming from the same source? 

II. Hg_ve oral reports or papers written concerning public 
sanitation methods used to insure safe drinking water 
for·our .cities artd public·,schools. 

III. Make a field trip to a city water plant and find out 
what methods are used to test the water supply, and 
what is done to insure its saf'ety. Make a blackboard 
sketch of the water supply source, noting the possible 
sources of contamination. 

IVo Visit several rural homes and observe four or five dif
ferent sources of water supply. Report on the possibility 
of their safety or contamination, and suggest what could 
be done to insure their purity. 

v. Visit a local dairy farm and observe measures used to 
insure the purity of the milk supply. 

VI. Visit or talk to a repres_entati ve from a local milk dis
tributing company and observe measures taken to insure 
the purity of the milk supply. 

VII. Make a study and oral reports on measures to be resorted 
to in case of community flood, atomic attack:, or other 
natural -·,disaster, in order to insure safe supplies of 
drinking water and milk o 

VIII. Find out and report on state legislation or local 
ordin-ances governing the water and milk supplies of 
our towns and cities. 

IX. Find out and report on assistance offered to rural fami
lies by county agents, state and federal control agencies, 
and other agencies, to aid in insuring safe drinking 
water and milk supplies. 

Xo Find out and report on health conditions, etc., of farm 
animals that might affect the milk supply for the 
family or customers. 
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FOLLOW-UP STUDIES FOR HOME AND PERSONAL SANITATION 

I. After becoming acquainted with bacteria culturing and 
testing suggested in the previous experiments, make 
personal bacteria cultures and counts from the following: 

1. From the air in classrooms, in halls between classes, 
in the caferteria, and outside fresh airo 

2. From hands left unwashed several hours, from hands 
freshly washed with soap and water, from hands 
rinsed with water and no soap, etc. 

3. From lips, hair, fingernails, and other parts of 
the body. 

4. From personal articles such as pencils, combs, 
toothbrushes, books, etc. 

II. Decide and make reports on the value of various antisep
tics. 

III. Take samples and cultures from teeth washed with plain 
water, with various dentifrices, and with baking soda, 
and unwashed. 

IV. Make reports on various methods of house cleaning, r•ugs, 
bathroom fixtures, kitchen utensils, garbage disposal, etc 

V,, Decide about the advisibility of trying to be ~•germ
freeu, and some helpful bacteria that are needed. 

VI o Arrange for a visit from the 1 aboratory technician of 
a local hospital and find out: 

1. 1J!Jbat training is necessary for his work? 

2. Some of the ways in which he is called upon to 
apply that training in his work. 

3. Some of the methods used by hospitals to 
control bacteria. 

4 0 "J'Jhat types of treatment are necessary in handling 
patients with contageous or uncertain diseases. 

VII. Arra~ge for a visit from the county health officer and 
find out about the range of his duties. 
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NATUR.\L cowrROLS OF BACTERIA 

1. lvIBlrn a report on 11 checks 811d balances in nature." 

2. Find out how fast bacteria multinly. 1,'1.'hat would ha-open 
if all the bacteria 1'bor'n11 lived and produced other 
bacteria'? '·:1Jhy does this not take place?' 

3. Make a report on some of the naturhl enemies of 
bacteria. 

4. Develop the thousht, "Bacteria have to struggle for food, 
the same as other living creatures.YI 

5. What types of barriers does the human body offer to 
bacteria?' What are some other control methods found 
in our b.odies? 

6. What control mechanisms are found in certain natural 
food substances, such as fruits? 

7. How many examples can you f:1-nd of compatable existance 
of bacteria and other forms of life? (Conditions in which 
bacteria and sorne other form of life live together and 
help each other.) 

B. /\.re bacteria ever i 1cannibilistic 11 toward each other? 
What evtdence do we find of one type of micro-organism 
being hos tile to another type? How have we learned to 
take adva.ntage of this for our own protection? 



Il\lIPORTAN1r lVlICHO-ORGJ-\.NISMS OTI-ILH THA.N BACTERIA 

AN J:.<;XPERIMENT WITH YEAST 

MATERIALS: Test tubes, 15% sugar solution, lime water, 
ye as t, 1 abora tory tublng and aparatus. 
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PHOGIT:EDURE: Half fill two test tubes, "'A.11 and i1B11 with 
sugar solution. Fill two other tubes ~/4 full 
of lime water•. Stopper tubes i1 A11 and 11 J3 11 with 
one-hole rubber stoppers, other two tubes with 
two-hole stoppers. Run glass tubing from top of 
tubes vd th sugan solution to the bottom of tubes 
of lime water. Provide vent for tubes with lj_me 
water, not for tubes with sugaI'. 

Place a small piece of yeast in tube 11 A11 • 

Incubate entire arrangement 24 to 48 hours. 

OBSERVATIONS: ,:17hy has the lime water in one tube turned 
cloudy? 

VJhat has happened to the sugar solution? 

What narcotic poison has been formed by the 
action of tbB yeast? 

Observe yeast cells under the microscope. How 
do they differ from bacterial cells'? 

How do yeast cells reproduce? 

What would you say is the most important useage 
of yeast for human beings? 

~IJ(J8&~ --------

YEAST AAro 

_Sp~-~ ~0!". TI_I~/ 

VENT 

'; 

~ 1./ME. WA71:~ 'r-----------

' c 
J i 



MICRO-ORGANISMS POUND IN HAY INFUSION 

Micro-organisms of various k:tnds are widely distri
buted in natural environments. This can be demonstrated 
by microscopic examination of hay infusion. 

PREPA_BATION: Acquire about a gallon of pond or stream 
water. Place a tuft of hay in the water and 
allmY to soak several days in a warm place. 

MAT1-mIALS: Hay infusion as prepared above, slides and 
cover slips, microscope, dropper. 

PROCEEDURE: l. Carefully obtain liquid in dropper from 
surface of hay infusion. 

2. Place a small drop of infusion liquid on 
slide and cover with cover slip. 

3. Examine under low and high power magnifi
cation. Pay attention to size, shapes, and 
movement of organisms. 

4. Repeat, using a drop of liquid obtained 
from the bottom of the hay infusion. 
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5. Make drawings of a typical microscope 
field as observed with water from surfacre 
and bottom of infusion; low and high power. 

Some organisms may be found in spore-form on the hay. 

Pond or stream water also contains organisms. Nutrients 

that leach out of the hay support growth of some of the 

microbes. It is possible to observe bacteria, yeasts, 

molds, protozoa, and algae in such experiments. When the 

students have studied and identified such organisms from 

other experiments, this exercise is useful for recognition 

purposes. 
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THE GROWTH AND CULTURE OF MOLDS 

Molds are tiny plants called fungi. 'l1:h.ere are many 

kinds of' fungi; in fact as many kinds as there are 

materials upon which they grow. 

Make a report on molds and their importance to man. 

AN EXP:B;RIMENT TO SHOW GROWTH AND STRUCTURE OP MOLDS 

MATERI lU,S: Hlv1oldy 11 bread. (Moisten a piece of bread, ex
:oose it to the air an hour, incubate it for 48 
hours. It should contain -ulenty of mold or fungi.) 

Stale bread, ( not moldy) fresh bread, sterile 
jars vvi th lids. ( 5 jars and lids) 

PROGEEDTJRE: 1. Moisten a piece of bread, place a small 
ammu1t of fungus on it, place it in sterile 
jar and seal. 

2. Moisten a piece of bread, do not innocu
late, place irmnediately in sterile jar and sea.lo 

3. Innoculat~ a piece of bread without mois
ture, pl.ace in sterile ,iar and seal. (Be sure 
to 1 abel all j aI'S.) 

4. Moisten and innoculate another piece of 
bread the same as No. 1, place in jar and sealo 

5. Innoculate a piece of dry bread, same as 
No. 3, place in jar and seal. 

€5. Place the slice of fresh bread somev,rhere in 
the 1 aboratory. 

7. Incubate the jars 1, 2, and 3. Place jars 
4 and 5 in refrigerator. In about 48 hours, 
examine and compare re snl ts. 

OBSERVATIONS: 1Nhere did the fungus come from? 

WJhat does this experim.ent show to be necessary 
to :promote the growth of fungus? 

Study these different fungi under the micro
scope. Identify them from a text book. Make 
drawings and 1 abel the parts, fruiting bodies, 
etc. 
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APPENDIX 

SOivIE SUGGESTED REFERENCE BOOKS FOR A STUDY OF 
BACTERIOLOGY IN HIGH SCHOOL 
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(This list is arranged by books in groups according 

to subject matter groups and importance of study.) 

BIOGRAPHICAL: 

Doctors Of The World, Murray lVIorgan. New York: The 
Viking Press, 1958. 

Women Doctors Of The World, Esther Pohl Lovejoy. 
New York: The Mac Millian Co., 1957. 

The Doctors Mayo, Helen Clapesattle. Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1941. 

Men With Golden Hands, E. H. G. Lutz. New York: 
~ ~leton.:Uentury-Crofts Inc., 1956. 

Men Against Death, Paul .DeKrief. New York: Harcourt 
Brace and Go., 1932. 

Nobel Prize Winners In Medicine And Physiology, 
Lloyd G. Stevenson. New York: Henry 
Schuman, 1953. 

Men Of Medicine, Katherine B. Shippen. New York: 
The Viking Press, 19570 

HISTORIC.AL: 

Great Adventures In Medicine, Samuel Rapport and 
Helen Wright, editors. New York: The Dial 
Press, 1956. 

Microbiology And Human Progress, Madeline Parker 
Grant. New York: Rinehart and Go., 1957. 

A Short History Of Medicine, Edwin H. Ackernecht. 
- New York: The Ronalds Press Co., 1955. 

Natural History Of Infectious Disease, Sir Mcfarlane 
Burnet~ Cambridge University Press, 1959. 

The Story Of Microbes, Albert Schatz and Sarah R. 
~- Reedman. New York: Harper and Brothers, 1952. 



Milestones Of Medicine, Ruth Fox. New York: 
Ransom House, 1950. 

Miracle Drugs And The New Age Of Medicine, Fred 
Reinfeld. London: The Sterling Publishing 
Co., Inc., 1959. 

Devils, Drugs, And Doctors, Howard ,JiT. Haggard. 
New York: Harper and Brothers, 1929. 

Wonders Of Modern Medicine, Steven W. Spencer. 
NewYork: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1953. 

The Hospital In Contemoorary Life, Nathaniel W. 
Faron. Cambridge: The Harvard University 
Press, 1949. 
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Eleven Blue Men And Other Naratives Of Medical Detec-
tion, Berton Roueche. Boston: Little, Brovm 
and Co., 1953. 

Microbe Hunters, Paul DeKrief. New York: Harcourt, 
Brace and Co., 1926. 

The White Plague., Tuberculosis, Man And Society, 
Rene and Jean Dubos. Boston: Little, Brovm 
and Co., 1952. 

Harva,rd Case H:l.stories In Experimental Science, 
James Bryant Conant, editor. Cambridge: 
Harvord University Press, 19570 

INSTRUCTIONAL AND EXPERIMENTAL: 

The Microscope And How r_ro Use It, George Stehli. 
New York: Sterling Publishing Go., Inc., 1960. 

Microbes 1md You, Stanley F. Wedberg. New York: The 
Macmillan Company, 1954. 

The World Of The Microscope, L. J. Ludoviei. New 
~- -- -~ I York: C. P. Pulman s Sons, 19590 



Honder Book Of Microbes, Madeline P. Grant. New 
York: Whittesey House, McGraw-Hill 
Book Co., 19560 

4.5 

'I1he Science E?.QQ!f. Of Wonder Drugs, Donald G. Cooley. 
New York: Franklin 1t,Jatts, Inc., 1954. 

Exneriments With A Microscope, Nelson F'~ Beeler and 
l''ranklin M. ITranley. Nevv York: Thomas Y. 
Crowele Co., 1957. 

Pun With Your Microscope, Raymond F. Y;:ites. New 
-- York: D. Appleton-Century Co., 1943. 

Microbes At Work, Millecent E. Selsam. New York: 
Willia'11 Morrow and Oo., 1953. 

~/~agic In A Bottle, Milton Silverman. New York: 
The Macmillan Go., 1953. 

ENCYCLOPEDIAS: 

Late editions of most good encyclopedias have fair 

articles on bacteriology. The 1960 edition of Encvclo-__ ., __ _ 
nedia Bri.tannica has the best article of any exam:tned. 

Colliers Encyclopedia was third. 

Please Note: 

The books included in this list are all suitable for 

high school us age. '11hey will be good addi tj_ons to the high 

school library, 1Mhether or not a unit of bacteriology is 

taught in the school. 
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